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Abstract—Development of new forms of labor self-organization is embodied in phenomena of distributed management and direct influence of personnel on realization and development of the organization’s strategy. The article is devoted to studying of relations underlying the development of managerial potential of an educational organization under conditions of network interaction. The work involves activity, network, system-synergetic approaches and methods of comparative theoretical and methodological analysis, theoretical reconstruction of bases of development strategies of a modern educational organization’s managerial potential under conditions of network interaction. Differences of the network and non-network managerial paradigms in education are described in detail. It was established that the managerial potential of educational organizations is actively realized in course of development of collectives’ involvement into solving and realization of strategic and tactic tasks in conditions of activity of the scientific-educational network. It is demonstrated that development of the managerial potential of interaction participants is provided via creation of additional managerial roles and solving of super-functional managerial tasks, which allows to change the nature of the managerial labor. It is demonstrated that managerial potential of teachers’ collectives can successfully developed in integrative management technologies based on a new methodology focused on development of involvement of network interaction into solving of organizational issues, solving of strategic and tactic tasks under conditions of systemic activity of the scientific-educational network.
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1 Introduction

Changes in the socio-economic sphere taking place since the late 20th century significantly influence transformation of contents and forms of the managerial activity. Development of new forms of labour self-organization is connected, first of all, with the distributed management phenomenon [1]. The revealed phenomenon speaks for development of new, unclassical forms of the managerial activity realization which reflect ability and readiness of organizations’ personnel to take part in making and realization of
managerial solutions. Development of the appropriate phenomenology points at necessity to regard an organization’s collective as a special subject of the modern labour which possesses ability for self-organization and self-development. At the same time, basic approaches to defining, evaluation and development of collectives’ managerial potential are still determined by the existing institutionalization of managerial labour. At present, these formalized mechanisms dialectically conflict with the needs of renovating socio-economical systems in developing of an initiative approach, flexibility and readiness to act under uncertainty conditions. The characterization of managerial potential as the basic resource of organizations competitiveness development belongs to new qualitative features of the managerial labour [2].

The use of the ideology of network interaction is promising for its implementation [3], [4]. In this regard, the aim of the study was to determine the possibilities of developing the management potential of the teams of educational organizations in the conditions of network interaction. The article includes a review of sources on the problem under study, a description of the methodology and research methods, including the consideration of activity, network and system-synergetic approaches and methods of comparative theoretical and methodological analysis, theoretical reconstruction of the bases of strategies for the development of management potential of teams in a network interaction. Among the main results of the study should be noted the definition of the main differences between the network and non-network management paradigm, directions of development of scientific and educational networks that affect the formation of the management potential of teams, the identification of the main management tools for the development of the management potential of network interaction participants.

2 Literature Review

The modern socio-economic conditions acts as the main factor of changing the content, nature, realization forms and the very essence of the managerial activity. These conditions require renovation of the managerial potential in developing socio-economical systems [5]. To recap, the managerial potential is regarded as a special object of development [6] and as an important source of organizations’ strategic development [7]. According to UN Convention on the Protection and Promotion of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions [8], revelation, estimation and timely use of this resource is now a problem common to all mankind. Issues of studying of the managerial potential state were handled at varying times by Zaslavskaya T.I. [9], Parker S.K., Williams H. M. & Turner N. [10], Nizhegorodtsev R.M. & Reznik S.D. [11]. The conceptual diversity of approaches resulted in finding of contradiction between the approach to definition of the managerial potential as functional readiness of the personnel for solving of complicated tasks under conditions of increasing uncertainty [12], [13] and considering thereof as an indicator of the personnel institutional resource. This contradiction led to a shift of emphasis in scientific researches from the subject of development (managerial potential) to the object of development (state of the personnel). This contradiction was methodologically singled out but is not overpassed yet [14].
In this connection, the managerial potential of educational organizations as an important resource of realization of tasks and goals of the managerial activity in education in the post-industrial epoch is defined as the object of this study.

It’s worth noting that the modern labour activity is ever increasingly developed as a joint activity [15], as the modern society of knowledge is developing as a network society [16], wherein information (knowledge) is freely distributed and developed releasing from hierarchical formats which restrain interaction and ability to form the general understanding in the joint activity. In this case, it is especially important to work at formation of the general understanding of complex situations, agreeing of actions of stockholders groups [17], [18]. Collectives strive not just to realize a system of externally set functions but also to exert essential influence on all processes flowing within the organization, both production and management related [19]. In new conditions, employees are partners in the organization and performing of a certain work [20]. Development of joint activity, uniting of employees’ efforts in solving of common problems is connected with manifestation of development of democracy in social interaction. Development of interaction is expressed in a leader's impossibility to stay in the special position in relation to other workers, despite the fact they are his/her subordinates. The increasing social changes lead to development of new forms of managerial activity related to actual conditions of its realization (jointness, virtuality, network organization, flexibility), which is logical responses to challenges of the time [21], [22]. These new unclassical forms of the managerial activity realization principally differ from the nature of the classical managerial activity at solving of basic managerial tasks, as the managerial function and active managerial activity in this case is performed not by workers who have formal managerial duties (managers) but by other persons “anonyms” [22]-[24]. Moreover, growth of the role of informal communication is characteristic for unclassical forms of managerial activity, due to the fact that in organizations and in the communicative (network) space forces of special influence on strategic solutions are formed around the organization. A number of authors consider among such “forces of influence” informal talks and formally unacknowledged but widely discussed themes and fields of managerial solutions which create special dynamics of institutionalization of solutions proposed not by those who are in charge for them according to their position in the organization [25].

The next difference of unclassical forms of managerial activity is possibility of direct influence on an entity’s strategy by employees of various level through the “strategic intervention” technique [26], which is expressed in a worker’s ability to influence the system of ideas about strategically significant circumstances. Actually, these employees go beyond their functional space and their powers, widen the apprehension of the object of their own management and occur to be in a vague position, akin to the top manager’s position in terms of its status. They become “managers of senses” [27], [28] in other people’s activity, that is, they perform a real managerial activity by organizing other workers for realization of goals significant for the entity. Work in spontaneously emerging scientific-educational networks is a basis of such influence, while arrangement of strategic conversations and strategic sessions is a mechanism thereof [29], [30]. Strategic sessions are regarded as an important form of joint activity in course whereof apprehensions are altered and solutions are made. The main mechanism of a strategic
session is counteraction and tension handling, and it is the employees mastering this mechanism who make the decisive contribution into management of the organization and other employees’ activity.

One more difference of unclassical forms of managerial activity, in our opinion, is elevated readiness of top managers to rely on a position generated on lower levels. For instance, W. Shi and colleagues [31] found that there is a considerable number of “structural fails” in modern organizations, which makes linear and mid-level managers to independently liquidate these disruptions of the “managerial field”, while top managers have to hear such “prompts from the bottom” at formation and realization of decisions [32].

Thus, modern (unclassical) forms of managerial activity are connected with increasing of the role of network communication and a special sense-bearing nature of managerial effect, which changes the very mechanism of realization of managerial functions from institutionally arranged to a combined functionally self-organizing one. The modern managerial activity should be regarded rather than translation of senses promoted over freely organized networks in the management space [33]. The object of this study is relations lying in the basis of development of the managerial potential of an educational organization under network interaction conditions. It is development of the managerial potential which can be regarded as an important resource of growth of a modern organization’s activity efficiency which operates under conditions of ever-increasing competitiveness and uncertainty. We believe that the managerial potential of an educational organization’s teams can successfully develop in integrative management techniques based on the new methodology oriented on development of involving of educational organizations’ teams into solving of organizational issues and solving of strategic and tactic tasks under conditions of systemic activity of a scientific-educational network. In this connection, determination of possibilities of development of the managerial potential of educational entities’ collectives under conditions of network interaction becomes the goal of this study.

3 Methods

3.1 Research design

The study used activity, network and system-synergetic approaches. The detail approach focuses on the leading role of activities in the process of development of the management potential of the teams participating in the interaction. Taking into account the main provisions of the activity approach, it is possible to assess the state of the scientific and educational network, to identify possible options for its development. This will allow you to make a choice and developed the satellite development program and management capacity in accordance with characteristics of the community of interests and differences in the positions of the participants of the interaction.

The network approach sets out certain principles for the study of interacting sets of individuals, groups, institutions, etc., which can have several roles (functional values) at certain times, or play different roles at different times. Within the framework of the
network approach, it is possible to revise the roles of interaction subjects. The system-
synergetic approach allows building inter-system relations on the basis of interaction
and mutual enrichment of network participants, to choose the most rational structures
for building network interaction and development of management potential of teams.
On the basis of the above-mentioned approaches in accordance with the goal, the meth-
ods of comparative theoretical and methodological analysis, theoretical reconstruction
of the bases of strategies for the development of the management potential of teams in
the conditions of network interaction were used.

3.2 Experimental research base

The Russian State Vocational Pedagogical University and 68 educational organiza-
tion is the experimental base of the research.

3.3 Stages of research

The process of research and educational network development management provides
for a specific sequence of actions, including conceptualization, programming its devel-
opment process, planning the activity directions, development of individual innovation
projects and managing the interaction of the network participants. The research was
conducted in three stages:

- The first stage includes the theoretical analysis of the existing methodological ap-
 proaches in the philosophical, psychological, pedagogical scientific literature and
 thesis works on the subject. In the course of the work, the problem has been high-
lighted, and the purpose and research methods, as well as a draft experimental re-
search have been developed.
- The second stage includes the identification and substantiation of a set of pedagogi-
cal factors of effective interaction of network participants, the performance of ex-
perimental work, the execution of analysis, validation and refinement of the findings
obtained in the course of experimental work.
- The third stage consists of the refinement of theoretical and practical conclusions,
summaries and systematization of the results. On basis of the activity-based and pro-
fessional-functional approaches in accordance with the goal set, methods of compar-
ative theoretical and methodological analysis and theoretical reconstruction of bases
of development strategies of the managerial potential of a modern educational entity
under conditions of network interaction were applied.

4 Results and Discussion

Various approaches to determination of the managerial potential as an object of sci-
entific research are actualized by development of the human potential [9], [34] as a
source of the social capital [35] and the intellectual capital regarded as an important
Let us remind that from positions of the professional-and-activity-based approach which is based on the interactive nature of managerial labour [17], [22], the managerial activity possesses a special objectness in capacity whereof the joint activity and activity of other persons act. Thus, addressing to the problems of network interaction in process of formation of unclassical forms of managerial activity is seen as adjusted and logical, as it actualizes needs of educational entities of various levels and of the whole educational system in the efficient self-determination and in the high-quality resulting development. It is known that the major problem emerging in course of a centralized translation of an advanced pedagogical experience is that of bureaucratization and the trend to scholasticism of the process [36], [37]. The time has passed, and the authoritarian-centralized system of management of innovations in education found itself in a dead-end, which resulted in its permanent crisis and arising of a new pedagogical ideology. One of the key content-based elements of the new approach is the idea that the number of the best samples of pedagogical activity in the real life of an educational entity is much higher than the number of those which can be assimilated and institutionalized by scientific-methodic structures in their officially acknowledged techniques. Audacious pedagogical search brings to life a lot of findings, while formal mechanisms of advanced experience translation lag behind these processes. So, principally new mechanisms of handling and translation of this experience are required. Let us note that the network-based and non-network managerial paradigms are incompatible ones in their essences. The non-network managerial paradigm is focused on clear goal-setting and advanced knowledge of what the interaction between educational organizations must and can lead to. So, the most important priority within non-network management is clear planning of the interaction results. Uncertainty and openness of the interaction results should be minimized. The interaction result should be calculated in advance with the maximum possible certainty. Thus, the non-network management model is oriented on linearity and certainty. The network-based model is quite another model in terms of the paradigm, as it is oriented on the principal uncertainty of interaction results as an essential value and on management under conditions of creative uncertainty. The highest sense of network interaction is an anthropo-practical contact, or a contact of anthropo-practices [38], as all successfully realized projects and techniques can be translated and adopted. Accordingly, the network-based managerial model is based on non-linear planning with preset absence of a clearly outlined configuration of the result. In this case, management is boiled down to creation of necessary organizational conditions for scientific, innovation and educational activity leading to emerging of results which cannot be definitely planned [22]. Knowledge inside a network community is distributed in a uniform manner, operation actions are jointly created and used, and it is defined which methods function better than others, how and when they can be applied in a more rational way. Such communities help their participants to develop their own professionalism and make valuable contributions into a common work. Uniting into a scientific-educational network can be regarded as a specially created form of expansion of the innovation cultural-educational space of the network interaction members wherein new types of activity and forms of interaction are elaborated and exchange of educational resources takes place in order to
provide entirety, openness and possibility of self-development of the network interaction members, and new intellectual products are created. When we speak about development issues of scientific-educational networks, it is essential to mention that tangible assets in the modern life’s conditions cease to be a source of an entity’s competitive advantage, and this role is transferred to such intangible assets as the knowledge. Moreover, in purpose of developing of efficient mechanisms and tools of intensifying of external effects of the scientific-innovation activity in conditions of a scientific-educational network, accounting of peculiarities of the four knowledge types is of high importance [39]. The first type of knowledge is usually referred to the knowledge as a set of facts (know what). In this case, the knowledge is closest to the concept of “information” and can be split down and represented as units of information. The second type of knowledge is the knowledge as a reason or base which create a knowledge domain (know why). This type of knowledge directly relates to scientific knowledge. It lies in the base of technological developments of products and processes. Access to knowledge in this case occurs through elaborating of scientific and business contacts with scientists and other qualified personnel engaged in this sphere and through arranging of some joint activities, including scientific-research contracts. The third type of knowledge is the knowledge as a set of special abilities or skills to do something (know how). First, these are professional qualifications and acquired practices. Usually such type of knowledge is restricted within one entity only wherein it is “known well how to do” in their own way. To develop the network cooperation in the scientific-innovation sphere, it is very important that this type of knowledge be open and accessible within the network structure, at least. The fourth type is the knowledge which identify an individual carrier (know who). This type of knowledge includes the information about who possesses and master’s knowledge and acquired practices and what these knowledge and practices are. This type of knowledge also includes a set of social interactions allowing to have access to certain experts and efficiently use their professional properties. It is extremely critical that an entity should possess such knowledge for its successful activity. Such knowledge are of internal nature and less subject to informational exchange between various entities, especially in a competitive environment. In other words, data about personalities are a kind of informational capital of any organization.

It should be emphasized that knowledge of the first two types are fully reproducible, i.e. can be obtained by assimilating of information from relevant sources in process of being educated, from books, magazines, online resources and so they can be considered as belonging to codified knowledge. Information technologies considerably simplified systematization and transferring of codified knowledge on any distances at minimum costs [40]. Thus, codified types of knowledge are easily reproducible, can acquire a commodity form and be represented on appropriate markets of scientific, technological, patent-based and other information and also be a central component of educational services. Production of codified types of knowledge is of the collective character, and the knowledge may be distributed by means of network-based technologies. Knowledge of the third and fourth types can be obtained through practical activity only. Know-how are usually obtained at transferring of professional habits from a master to a student. A know-how is a product of social interactions between scientists, experts and organizations, including interactions with contractors, consumers and competitors. These arrays
of knowledge cannot be transferred via formalized information channels. Thus, the knowledge of the two last types form unformalized practical habits and abilities and belong to the so-called implicit knowledge. It is created in course of formal and informal network interactions intra-group, intra-company, inter-group, inter-institutional, cooperative, plus competitive ones. Moreover, implicit knowledge are practically devoid of the capability to acquire a commodity form (except for production know-hows which are legally defensed) and are not reproducible. At the same time, the value of this or that expert can only be defined only by subjective assessments and expectations of a party which acquires appropriate expert services. The implicit knowledge, unlike the codified (explicit) one, much depends on the human factor. Their creation and transferring are only possible through individual practical interactions between a knowledge carrier and his/her pupil, and here a certain amount of conditionality of this process takes place, as there always remains a part of the implicit knowledge which is particularly individual and cannot be transferred at all. Within the scientific-educational network, in process of emerging of a new knowledge and practical experience, implicit and explicit knowledges are closely mutually conditioned for expert appraisals and distribution thereof between the interaction subjects for realization of innovative activity. Implicit knowledge is acquired in a practical activity for application of codified knowledge. Without practical application, codified knowledge is just a set of data devoid of any value. In turn, implicit knowledge does not exist without attempts to use the codified information. It emerges on the phase of teaching of a network subject, i.e. at assimilating of the codified knowledge by them, and develops in process of application of this codified knowledge in a professional activity. That is, the basic functional destination of the scientific-educational network is creation of totality of conditions and mechanisms for providing of self-organization and self-development of the innovation activity subjects, including development of the interaction participants’ managerial potential. This is the case of a new approach to management of developing of educational and scientific organizations in the interests of development, assimilation and promotion of certain innovations. Within such management paradigm, both an educational entity and a local network structure are regarded as open self-regulating systems possessing emergent properties (i.e. new, unique properties of the system which are not inherent to its elements) for managing whereof the knowledge and correct application of synergy principles are necessary in order to productively use the collective’s managerial potential. In this case, the proactive managerial activity goes beyond functional duty boundaries, it is not regulated and is structured on principles of voluntary participation, being aimed at development of self-organization on basis of expansion of network interaction of educational organizations in the interests of development of collectives’ managerial potential at the expense of growth of initiative approaches of the network interaction based on conscious mastering of the methodological culture by members of the scientific-educational network. Improvement of the methodological culture level of network interaction participants allows to provide assimilation and obtaining of various types of knowledge in course of joint activity, among them:
• Formalized knowledge represented as theories, conceptions and technologies.
• Unformalized practical knowledge and experience which manifest themselves in activities of the innovation process participants.
• Knowledge and experience caused in course of an open *ad-hoc* dialogue.

Thus, in process of interchanging and increasing of knowledge and experience, a common language (thesaurus) and understanding of norms of professional interaction and professional subculture arrears in the scientific-educational environment. And it is mastering of the methodological culture which allows the interaction participants to realize efficient assimilation of new areas of theory and practice of education, thus developing independence in obtaining new knowledge due to necessity to solve newly emerging scientific-methodical and creative tasks in this sphere.

A peculiar feature of scientific-educational interaction as a modern approach to development of participants’ managerial potential is correct organization of the social space: re-distributing tasks, delegating powers, development of horizontal links, formation of the united cultural field of entities’ network interaction [22]. In framework of the network, crowd-sourcing projects are realized wherein individual participants will adopt roles of discussion activators and proposal moderators, the mentioned discussions and proposals being formed by the network interaction participants in course of strategic sessions, which contributes to transition of the proposal from the category of idea to that of managerial project [41]. The work on formation of the institute of network internal coaches, that is, active participants possessing super-functional possibilities contributing to teaching of the network’s other participants on basis of insider information not accessible to external coaches. The internal coaching practice is developed the main moving force whereof is proactive teachers possessing expressed reflexive and communicative competences which are able to render assistance and support to their colleagues in solving complex tasks. The listed technologies create the basis for determining of additional roles with a high managerial potential level (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Realization form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Developing of communicative space of network-based interaction</td>
<td>Organizing of cross-functional interaction</td>
<td>Activation of network-based communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expansion of information field of the scientific-educational network</td>
<td>Knowledge exchange</td>
<td>Sharing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work with “problem space” and “solution space”</td>
<td>Forming of the common vision</td>
<td>Moderation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support to network interaction members</td>
<td>Rendering assistance to members of scientific-educational network</td>
<td>Facilitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formation of needs in changes</td>
<td>Creation and developing of new ideas</td>
<td>Crowd-sourcing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptation to uncertainty via expansion of capabilities of border areas performing communications with the external environment of the network properly and of interaction participants</td>
<td>Breaking clichés</td>
<td>Improvising</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. System of proactive managerial activity under conditions of network interaction
The consequence of forming of the managerial potential of a scientific-educational network participants includes the following steps:

- Analysis of the state of innovation processes in educational entities and working-out of the managerial action system. The basic purpose of its conducting is studying of dynamics, scales, forms and efficiency of innovation development of participating organizations in retrospect. The analysis allows to find positive issues and negative trends and to elaborate managerial approaches on their accounting when forming development lines.
- Working-out of managerial mechanisms of providing the competitive innovation conduct of interaction participants for a mid-term perspective in course of strategic sessions.
- Formation of innovative strategies of development of scientific-educational organizations, agreeing thereof in teams of timelines, resources and executors.
- Assessment of development of managerial potential of participants and providing of efficient prompt corporate-level management of innovative development strategies within network interaction.

The professional-functional approach is used in the basis of rational distribution of tasks in assessment of development dynamics of the managerial potential. Distribution and systematization of duties of the network members allows to determine the share of responsibility of certain educational entities in process of innovative projecting and to find responsibility centres (or something of the kind) operating in framework of Coordination Council, the basic functions whereof are:

- Organizing of works aimed at generation and sampling of innovation developments.
- Monitoring of strategic innovative focus points.
- Methodological guide.
- Considering and preparing of innovative projects for approval at Scientific council.
- Finding of positive and negative deviations from affirmed focus points of innovative development.

Operating within Coordination Council are:

- Team for intensifying of innovative flurries of activity which ensures formation of intellectual capital of the network as intangible assets.
- Team for determination of strategic innovations which is responsible for selection of scientific ideas from the corporate competitiveness position.
- Team for assessment of innovative projects which works on formation of an innovative project portfolio and uniting of educational entities within a certain project.
- Team for innovative potential increasing which is responsible for methodological support of realization of projects.
- Team for support of innovation processes among the tasks whereof is monitoring of the course of projects realization within the network.
Thus, activities of working teams, which can be regarded as a kind of centres of network responsibility, contribute to development of the managerial potential of the interaction participants.

In general, let us single out the following items from basic tools for management of development of the managerial potential of the network interaction participants:

- Management of participants’ self-development on basis of training and self-training.
- Realization of the system of measures aimed at projecting of a powerful organizational culture of participants.
- Creation of horizontal structures of management on basis of self-regulated temporary creative collectives and delegating a number of commissions to them.
- Expansion of application of claimed forms of motivation of the educational activity subjects.
- Developing of informational culture of the interaction participants, that is, ability to purposefully work with information available in the network and to use information technologies for obtaining thereof.

5 Conclusion

It should be stated in conclusion that the modern (unclassical) forms of managerial activity are connected with increasing of the role of network communication and a special content-based nature of the managerial effect, which changes the very mechanism of managerial functions realization from institutionally organized to joint functionally self-organizing. It is development of the managerial potential which can be regarded as an important resource for growth of activity efficiency of a modern entity which acts under conditions of development of competitiveness and uncertainty. We believe that managerial potential of educational entities’ collectives in conditions of systemic activity of the scientific-educational network can successfully developed in integrative management technologies based on a new methodology focused on development of involvement of network interaction into solving of organizational issues, solving of strategic and tactic tasks under conditions of systemic activity of the scientific-educational network. Thus, the managerial potential realized in forms which correspond to strategic tasks of development of organizations under conditions of network interaction is a constantly developing and self-restructuring adaptive activity-based resource becoming an important source of extra managerial results. Development of the managerial potential of interaction participants within network interaction is provided via creation of additional managerial roles and solving of super-functional managerial tasks, which allows to change the nature of the managerial labour. And so, participants of network interaction possessing a high level of the methodological culture are able to consciously and independently solve managerial tasks belonging to the sphere of functional tasks other than the employee’s duty in an educational entity assumes.
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